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Unit Name: Unit 4- Rotoscope Animation (based on video footage, utilizing tablets) 
Assignment Description: 
Develop an understanding of rotoscoping techniques while utilizing Adobe Photoshop and video segments. Learn to 
use digital stylus/tablet tool for digital drawing.
Specifics: 
• Look at rotoscoping examples on class wiki and visit the links listed. Make sure you are informed on the 

technique and various examples. DON”T SKIP THIS RESEARCH!!
• DEVELOP a story idea for your 5-15 seconds. CONCEPT is key to a strong animation!
• Record 5-15 seconds of video of yourself or someone else doing an action that will be rotoscoped. Use the 

Video cameras for this and shoot in front of the green screen.
• Develop a story with interesting concept and well composed shots. Make sure to plan a variety of poses within 

your animation using close-ups, extreme close-ups, long shots, mid shots and a well developed sense of the 
stage or setting of the animation. 

• Use Adobe Photoshop on frames to darken, lighten or do overall editing.
• Video layers will eventually be deleted so that only your drawn animation remains Use digital pen tool (stylus) 

and tablets to draw/paint and create animation frames.

Research and Pre-Production Requirements: 
❑ Complete the storyboard and plot diagram. Make sure you include planned transitions and that thumbnails truly 
indicate the plans for composition, use of space, staging etc. Use abbreviations to label shots for example ECU 
=Extreme Close Up etc.

Reportable Standard Priority Standard

In each box list the reportable standard to be 
assessed in the unit

In each box list the Priority Standard(s) associated with each 
Reportable Standard that will be assessed in the unit

RS 1 CREATE Plans and develops complex 
concepts for creative art work. 

PS1-Apply and utilize the elements and principles of design in the 
creation of visual art. 
PS4- Create and plan artwork that illustrates Complex 
Conceptual Development: Evidence of a clearly thought-out and 
communicated idea.

RS 2 CREATE Plans and develops complex 
compositions through quality craftsmanship.

PS1-Apply and utilize the elements and principles of design in the 
creation of visual art. 
PS2- Create and plan artwork that illustrates quality 
Craftsmanship: Evidence of technical proficiency and visual acuity.
PS3-Create and plan artwork that illustrates Complex 
Composition: Evidence of competent visual organization & design.

RS 3 CREATE Connects artistic ideas to history, 
society and personal life experiences

PS7-Connect artistic ideas and works with personal, societal, 
cultural and historical context to deepen understanding.
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RS 4 PRESENT & RESPOND Interpret and 
evaluate the meaning of art work through the 
critique process.

PS5- Present final artworks for public display via internet or 
gallery exhibit.
PS6- Analyze, evaluate and critique artwork in oral and written 
form using art-specific vocabulary to Respond to and Interpret 
artwork.

Learning Targets 

1. Identify each learning target for the Priority Standard in the context of the unit. 

2.  For each learning target, label the type of each learning target using the following:
● Knowledge (K)- What I need to know 
● Skill (S)- What I can demonstrate
● Product (P)-What I can make to show my learning
● Reasoning (R)-What I can do with what I know 

The Student Will…. 
PS 1-  

❑ Develop animations that utilizes the 12 principles of animation. (K,S,P)
❑ Create animations that utilize keyframes to denote changes. (K,S,P)

PS2- 
❑ Create animations that are fully detailed using appropriate techniques for media(S,P)
❑ Develop animations that illustrates exemplary craftsmanship. (K,S,P)

PS3- 
❑ Create a strong focal point:  Subject of art work. (K, S, P)
❑ Utilize an interesting, meaningful and purposeful break-up of space (K, S, P)

PS4 
❑ Develop a series of images that utilize rotoscoping techniques to tell a brief story with a character doing an action in 

a specific setting frame by frame animation.  (K,P,S, R)
PS5- 

❑ Prepare animations for presentation through critique movie day. (P, S)
PS6- 

❑ Evaluate the animations with a written artist statement using the It’s CLEAR format for writing.  (R,K) 
❑ Explain how the criteria was met for this unit. (R,K)
❑ Explain what principles of animation were used. (R,K)
❑ Explain which artwork(s) you feel are best and why.  (R,K)
❑ Describe improvements or changes (R,K)
❑ Explain how to implement these changes.  (R, K)

PS7- 
❑ Develop a character and story that is important and of interest to you.  (R, S, P)

Summative Assessment(s)



Identify the summative assessment(s) that will be administered & graded in the unit. 

❑ Plot diagram and storyboards to plan story and develop idea. 
❑ Mini-critique frame checks weekly including 30-50 frames per week plus set builds or backgrounds
❑ Final critique of finished animation
❑ Written artist statement reflecting on animation

Priority Standard Proficiency Scales

For each Priority Standard listed above create a Proficiency Scale that clarifies the levels of proficiency for the Priority 
Standard in the context of the unit. 

Proficiency Scale:  Describing levels of a Priority Standard vs. Rubric: Describing levels of a task
**You may use a Priority Standard to score an assessment or you may develop a rubric specific to the assessment**

Priority Standard 4-Advanced 3-Proficient 2-Approaching 1-Minimal

PS1-Apply and 
utilize the elements 
and principles of 
design in the 
creation of visual art.

Intentionally and mindfully 
create works of art that 
creatively incorporate the 
elements and principles of 
design.

Intentionally and 
mindfully apply and 
utilize the elements 
and principles of 
design in the creation 
of visual art.

Apply and utilize the 
elements and principles 
of design as a basic 
foundation for creating 
visual art.

Use and application of 
elements and 
principles of design is 
not clear.

PS2- Create and 
plan artwork that 
illustrates quality 
Craftsmanship: 
Evidence of technical 
proficiency and visual 
acuity.

Create and plan artwork 
that illustrates exceptional 
quality Craftsmanship: 
Evidence of advanced 
technical proficiency and 
visual acuity.

Create and plan 
artwork that 
illustrates quality 
Craftsmanship: 
Evidence of technical 
proficiency and visual 
acuity.

Create artwork that 
illustrates basic 
craftsmanship, lacking 
detail and command of 
media chosen. 

Underdeveloped 
quality and care with 
media.  Final 
presentation is missing 
or incomplete.

PS3-Create and plan 
artwork that 
illustrates Complex 
Composition: 
Evidence of 
competent visual 
organization and 
design.

Create and plan artwork 
that illustrates innovative 
complex compositions: 
Evidence of exceptional 
visual organization and 
design of space (2D, 3D, 4D).

Create and plan 
artwork that 
illustrates complex 
compositions: 
Evidence of 
competent visual 
organization and 
design of space (2D, 
3D, 4D) .

Create artwork that 
illustrates basic 
compositions: Some 
evidence of visual 
organization and design 
of space (2D, 3D, 4D).

Underdeveloped 
composition, 
incomplete 
organization and 
design of space.

PS 4 Create and plan 
artwork that 

illustrates Complex 
Conceptual 

Development: 
Evidence of a clearly 

thought-out and 
communicated idea.

Create & plan artwork that 
illustrates 

imaginative,conceptual 
development with evidence 
of creative problem solving 
and  interpretation of the 

idea.

Create and plan 
artwork that 

illustrates Complex 
Conceptual 

Development: 
Evidence of a clearly 

thought-out and 
communicated idea.

Create artwork that 
illustrates a basic 
concept.Followed 

directions but sought a 
simple, basic solution & 

interpretation of the 
idea.

Create artwork that 
does not illustrate a 
clear concept and 
planning process. 

Work did not solve 
the problem set forth 

by the assignment.



PS5- Present final 
artworks for public 
display via internet 
or gallery exhibit.

Design and create a final 
presentation of artworks 
that engages the viewer and 
becomes a work of art in 
and of itself. 

Design final 
presentation of 
artworks for public 
display that enhances 
and highlights the 
original artwork via 
internet, classroom 
or gallery exhibit. 

Design basic 
presentation of final 
artworks for public 
display via internet, 
classroom or gallery 
exhibit.

Final presentation of 
artwork is lacking 
finish and thought.

PS6- Analyze, 
evaluate and critique 
artwork in oral and 
written form using 
art-specific 
vocabulary to 
Respond to and 
Interpret artwork.

Creatively engages in 
analysis and evaluation of 
 artwork with meaningful 
critique contributions in oral 
and written form using art-
specific vocabulary.

Analyze, evaluate and 
critique artwork in 
oral and written 
form using art-
specific vocabulary.

Basic analysis and 
evaluation of artwork 
through oral and 
written critique, using 
simple art-specific 
vocabulary.

Analysis and evaluation 
of artwork through 
oral and written 
critique process is 
lacking, incomplete or 
does not use art 
specific vocabulary.

PS7 Connect artistic 
ideas and works with 
personal, societal, 
cultural and 
historical context to 
deepen 
understanding.

Invents ways to innovatively 
connect to artistic ideas and 
works with personal, 
societal, cultural and 
historical context to deepen 
understanding.

Connect artistic 
ideas and works with 
personal, societal, 
cultural and historical 
context to deepen 
understanding.

Basic connection of 
artistic ideas and 
works with personal, 
societal, cultural and 
historical context to 
deepen understanding.

Lacks connection of 
artistic ideas and 
works to personal, 
societal, cultural and 
historical context to 
deepen understanding. 


